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The increased administ rativa burden being placed upon
the Fleet increasingly affects ship perfornance and
personnel morale and cetention. The Shipboard Non-tactical
ADP Program (SNAP) is being instituted in order to alleviate
these burdens. However, the "applications approach" being
used with SNAP is not sufficient to meet both the functional
and managemani: needs Df rhe Flast. The management environ-
ment necessary to satisfy boti of these needs are discussed.
The central theme is that of cei tralizati^n and standardiza-
tion of data, its definition, aad its control. Fundamental
to the above philosophy is th= concept of Information
Resource .Management (IBM). AatD nation of IR'A should be done
via a Data Base Managa ment Systam (DBMS), The critical tool
reguired to transfer E RM results to a DBMS is the Data
Dictionary System (DD3). Additionally, two crucial manage-
ment positions, the IRM manager and the Data Base Admin-
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The shipboard non- tactical iutomated data processing
(&DP) program (SNAP) rfas initiated in rasponse to CNO objec-
tive No. 5, which uegiiired ths illaviation of the adminis-
trative burden en th? Fleet. T'n?^ constantly increasing rate
of peace-time administrative regairemen-iis, coupled with the
reduction of shipboard manning Isvels, has significantly
reduced Fleet ef fs^tiyenass by increasing the administrative
burden on the Fleet to an unaanigeable level. Although aany
ships and shore installations use computers to fulfill
administrative needs, the aiuiini strative burden is still
present because ths computers have been around since the
miQ-1960*s and their operation is very machine dependent.
Additionally, the smaller opera:ing units of the Fleet are
still trying to accouplish the excessive administrative
requirements manually. Thus, tiere is a need to insure
"(1) data/inf ormatioa is collectad only once at the ship-
board level and maintained and utilized foe shipboard
functions; (2) minimum upline reporting with shorebased •
initiated automated reconciliation of shipboard data/
information; and (3) maximum automated intarface with other

Fleet or shcra suppocting aatDiatsd inforaiation systems.. An
automated support capibility -chit will assist shipboard
personnel with their support functions and inherently
provide for minimam, accurate, and timely data information
update and exchange, will resalt in improvsd Fleet readi-
ness, enhanced capability to leet all operational require-
ments and improved personnel morale and retention." [1: 2-U ]
Officially, SNAP Is "the automation of aon-tactical
requirements of Fleet operational and direct support anits,
afloat and ashore, which will enploy unif^ri fleet non-
tactical Automated Dita Processing Equipment (ADPE)."
[1: 2-2] SNA? I and 3 NAP II are the two sabordinate
projects underway to iccomplisti 3N0 objective No. 5. Both
projects address the same areas: supply/fiscal, maintenance,
and personnel. However, the main thrust of SNAP I is to
replace the AN/UYK-5{7) cDrnputer which has been supplying
Fleet non-tactical AD? since th= mid-1960*5 for larger ships
(e.g., CV, LHA) , Mariie Air Groips (MAGs) , and shore activi-
ties. SNAP II, on the other haid, is aimed at automating
supply, maintenance, and personnsl functions for smaller
ships (e.g./ FF, DD, ZG) , whioh are presently performing
these functions manually. Both projects are being developed
under separate contracts (Honeywell for SNA? I; Harris for
SNAP II), but both systems will be able to interface with
each other. Physical implementation will begin during the

1983/1984 time frajie; and after :;offlplet6 impl9ii<5n-?.*:iDn
thousands of procsssDCs aa d tens Df thousands of CRT tsrrQi-
nals and printers will have bsea installed at both shors and
afloat commands foe both the Na^y and the Marine Corps at a
cost in excess of one billion dollars,
B. SNAP IS OSING AN APPLICATIONS APPROACH
The development Df a compatrr system can be viewed as
following one of two approachas: an applicatioas approach or
a data base approach, [2] Under -he applications approach
computers are thought to be electronic filing sys-ems which
are designed to satisfy specific output requirements based
on a set of pr e-det ermined neais. The initial intention of
the the data processing dapartusnt in this environment is to
develop the various computer applications required to
fulfill the pr e-det em ined needs. Once the applications are
developed the function of the iita processing department
will be that of maintenance of the different applications.
The filing systems and the associated applications are
developed for individjal managers and departments. However
the independent filing systems and application programs will
have to be integrated because tleir dependencies upon each
other are necessary for the attainment of the overall objec-
tives and goals of the organization. This integration is

predictable because the organization's performance is
dependent upon effective inter-ralationships among the
subordinate managers and departnents. Thus, a two-fold
problem will develop from this ipproach: (1) the necessity
of integrating decsntc alized fil=s and programs which are
developed independently by diff5c=nt persoanel; and (2) -he
integration effort will inevitably fall upon the data
processing departmsnt whose function is basically the lain-
xenance of t.he filss ind gzoqz^Jis , not -he lorjiula-ion of
policy, creation of standards, and resolution of inter-
departmental conflicts.
Appleton refers to this typs of data processing environ-
ment where computers are ased a= electronic filing systems
which raceive, store, process, and report as the "applioa-
tion systems syndromi. This "sysndrome" is characterized by
a set of assumptions made by maiagement: '2: 86]
• Systems will be biilt for individual managers, not
the company as a >rhol2.
• Data processing input, storage, and processing tech-
nigues will be geared to spscific output needs.
• The data processing environnent will ssrve managers
who want computers; i.e., it will evolve along -he
"path of least rssistance."
• Investments for oDmputer hardware, software, and
personnel will b= based on current demand for
computer applications and will be increased as that
demand increases.




• Ths data processing dapartaap.t will have no respon-
sibility for systsm or data integrity osyond wri-ing
programs that worJc.
• Justifications foe data processing services will be
based on cost traie-offs (most often personnel
reductions), application by application, rather than
by company plans to improve overall efficiency or
productivity.
A review of the )!ission Elenent Need Statement (MENS)
for both SNAP I [1] aid SNAP II ^ 3 ] (summarized in the
previous section> in context of the above "symptoms" of
"application systems syndrome" indicate that an applications
approach is being usei with the SNAP program; i.e., a fixed
number of master files will be ieveloped to satisfy pre-
de-cermined functions, thereby iDcking beneficial data into
the pre-det ermined applications for certain H^SIS o^ -^"^
organization rather taan making this data accessible for the
benefit of the whole d rganizat ion. At the time of this
writing the SNAP administrative functions will be automated
by using the file lanagement facilities of the computer
operating system. File manipulation will require complete
applications programs; no ad hoc query capability will be
implemented. Also, general updating of files will be
performed by batched transactions.
The MENS for SNAP I alludes to a more sophisticated
approach to development of the SNAP computer systems: "The
management data needed is not available in a timely and
11

accurate manner to tti5 opsraring managers. Effective
management decisions are depanisnt upon accurate and timely
management data. Such on-line, transaction driven, query
interactive access to managsraant data is nDt achievable as
long as the status qio is maintained and cost-effective
automated support is not proviisi." [1: 2-5] However, the
more rudimentary applications approach is presently being
used because it is f^lt that tha experience and -raining of
shipboard personnel is not sufficient to main-ain a central
data base (which is part of ths acre sophisticated "data
base approach" to be addressed later) in a reliable
condition.
As indicated above, the decision to forego the iniple:nen-
tation of a Data Base Management System (DBMS) with SNAP was
based on technical lilitation|. ^ The concept supported by
this paper is that tie predominant problems to be addressed
when implementing a DBMS aboard ship under SNA? should be
managerial. This is a ot to say that the problem of main-
taining a reliable 'data base is not important, nor that
maintaining a data base is as easy as maintaining "flat
files." Maintenance of a reliable data base is more complex
iNaval Air Logistics Command Information System
(NALCOMIS) functions will be automated with a data base
management system. However, ie/elopment is being conducted
under a separate program from SNAP I and SNA? II.
12

than maintaining "flit files," and the niaintenance of
reliable data in any approach to the develDpment of a
computer system is a significant consideration prior to
implementation. However, oveccDaing technical, ''ccckpi-c"
problems is relatively easier tian the more abstract maaage-
rial problems that arise with CDmpater systems development.
C. THE DATA BASE APPROACH
Since the operational and organizational environment of
an organization constantly undergoes change, it stands to
reason that information requireaents of ne« operational
procedures and new organization- are also dynamic. The
applications approach basically supports static, routine
information requirements. Thus, the limirei ability to
satisfy only specific functional needs does not account for
changes to the management decision-making process.
Therefore, a more versatile alternative to the applications
approach is needed in order for computer automation t.o
control the ability to respond efficiently and effectively
to changing information needs. This more viable alternativ-
is the data base approach.
A simplified explanation of the data base approach is
that it entails the development of "an automated pool of
accurate and timely lata which could be easily and equally
13

dra'.vn upon to satisfy, on demani, the infDrmation
requirements of maaaga ment » s isrision problsins," [2: 85]
The data base apprDa^a encompasses three types of data
bases: (1) two or three central data bases that contain auch
of the organization's data and are commonly used; (2)
several functional data bases that each contain data shared
by a more limited set of prograis; and (3) a small number of
dedicated data bases that accomodate singls applicatioas
.
[4: 3] In order to inpleiient tiase data bases, rather than
developing input, storage, processing, and output techniques
to satisfy specific pce-detemiied reguirsaents (as doss the
applications approacai , the data base approach consists of
three basic control systems: (1i a data bass input control
system, (2) a data base output control system, and (3) a
data base storage ani processing system. [2: 87] These
control systems differ from th= filing systems of the appli-
cations approach in that they ar^ essentially standardized
for use by the entire organization rather than individually
developed for each separate application.
The basic functiois of the input control system (input
techniques, edits, audits, security, and diagnostic
controls) are intended to optimize data quality, integrity,
and cost. Data is captured at its source with no regard as
to its intended use. Once established, the input control
system will not significantly change because it is not
1U

subordi.iate to the coapany struzt'ire or to individual
managemsnr prercgativa s. rhs iapat control system wouli
undergo change only if more or Lsss data of higher or l~wer
quality were required, or if te^haological advances aiade
data input more efficient or cost effective.
Unlike the input control systam, the output control
system is subordinate to both CDmpany orgaiizaticn structure
and specific managamsit prerogatives. These dependencies
enable a wide range of management decision-malcing nseds to
be fulfilled. Thus, output co:i-rDl systaais are develops! to
support the dynamic world of oatpat demand. Changes to the
output control system are initiited by almost anything, such
as personalities, Baiagemsnt styles, econoaics, politics,
changes in functional responsibilities, etc.
The storage and processing ooitrol system manages the
data itself, receiving data fron the input control systam
and passing it, on dsnand, to tie output control system.
The storage and processing contcol system controls the data
base's physical structure, whica is dynamic in nature
because physical organization of the data depends on the
different logical views of the lata held by the users.
Thus, changes to the =yst=m ar= aade to optimize efficiancy
and cost effectiveness. The processing and control system
is generally implemented with a data base nanagement system
15

that h = s built-in crapa bilit ies to ccntroi backup and
recovery, data availao ility , 3 = ::urity and privacy, coap'iter
effiency, etc. Ea::h ^ccucanca Df a new application thare-
fore does not need to develop tiisse functions independently.
The successful imp lementatiDn of a data base environment
requires developmsit within ths fDllowing guidelines:
[2: 92]
• Th.= i?.ta ba~e nast be built for ^h*^? whcl'? ccni^anv,
not for individual managsrs.
• Data base developnent must follow a logical, well
crches-rated plan, not ths path of least resistance
(i.e., use of ths computer by only those managers
who want to us5 it).
• Data processing nist be intsnded to improve overall
productivity by supplying accurate information based
on management neads, not justified through cost
reductions based on personnel placement.
• Management must 3oncentrat= primarily on identifying
the information it needs to manage,
• A single entity must control what is stored on the
computer and how.
• Company input responsibilities should b9 established
and funded separately from output needs.
• The single entity in control of the data base must
be given increased responsibility for input control
and data integrity and accordingly, authority for
defining and obtaining rsgulrsd input.
• Investments in hardware, software, and personnel
must be based on the needs of the data base control-




D. THESIS PURPOSE AND ORGANIZiriDN
This paper is wrlttsn on tha premise that, given usa of
the applications approach to lata base development, ship-
board use of non-tactical ADP will follow the traditional
computer system development cycle illustrated in Figure 1 as
user knowledge and experience iicreases with exposure to the
ADP environment. 2 Note that ths initial stages of develop-
ment employ an applications aoproach, whereas the latter
stages use the data base approach. However, because the
applications approach and the data base approach supper-
independent philosophies, the iiitial use of an applications
approach is not a pre- requisite for the data base approach.
In fact, the transit.ion from an applications approach to a
data base approach will prove cDStly and disruptive to an
organization. Additionally, the global characteristics of
the data base approach resul- in a more "user friendly"
environment that expaids the objectives of the applications
approach to an organization-wide basis. Therefore, the
purpose of this paper is to explain that a data base
approach to SNA? system developnent is a nore effective
response to CNO Objective No. 5, and to outline the
2The 3-shaped cur/e in Figure 1 represents ADP expendi-
tures. This continual increase in capital outlay for
computer systems illustrate the increased importance of
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managerial framework in which a data base ipproach shoal 'i be
conducted.
The fundamenxal managerial concept undsrlying the data
base approach is that data (and the information generated
from data) is an organizational resource, and is not part of
particular applicatiDis system inder the cognizance of indi-
vidual line inanagsrs. This concept of Information Resource
Management (IRM) , and the "IR!1 executive" who coordinates
the selection and placement of lata in the organizational
data bases, is discussed in Chapter II.
In order to effectively sipport automation wirhin the
data base approach, aost of the organizational data will
have to be centralize!. Sith lata centralization, data is
no longer owned by iniiviaual min.agers. Instead, individual
interests become subordinate to to the organization as a
whole, and managers will become more depenient upon their
peers and other departments. Tie primary tool to define,
catalogue, and identify relationships in the centralized
data is the Data Directory System (DDS) , addressed in
Chapter III.
The IRM concept establishes data/information as an
organizational resource. The DDS is the primary tool in
controlling this resource. However, "some sort of informa-
tion system is neeiei. That class of systems have come to
19

be known as data bass ffiaL.ag = a = nt systems." [6: ID/21] Data
Bas€ Management Systems (DBMSs) are more compatible with IRM
and DDS than traditioaal file management systems used in the
applications approach because a DBMS is designed to enable
centralized files Df lata to be shared by various users.
The advantages of DB!13s over ap?lica-ions systems is
discussed in Chapter E V.
Finally, under the data basB approach, the IR["! executive
deals with upper level managemeat of data and information
necessary to fulfill d rgaa izatio^ial goals and objectives.
However, an additional managai: is also nesied to be the
custodian of the physical data base resulting from the
efforts of the IRM executive. This person is the creator
and enforcer of standards and policies relating to the use
of the DBMS, DDS, ani other computer-r elat=i equipment.
These duties constitute the Data Base Administrator (DBA)
function, and are adiressed in Chapter 7.
23

II. IMFDRMATION RESDURCE MANAGEMENT
The main functions of tha Combat Information Center
(CIC) aboard ship ars the collection, processing, display,
evaluation, and dissemination of informatiDn. Standard,
Navy-wide procedures for execjting these functions are found
in a multitude of directives and publications. Through this
documentation, a matliDdology is established whereby masses
of input data are ooi/erted to relevanx. information that is
necessary for the ship to carry out its assigned missiDn.
This standardization of information handling results in
information flows which are understood by ill personnel
because the effectiveness of the ship as a ihoie is being
enhanced. A similar situation oir. ba seen with the ship's
Damage Control (DC!) procedures.
The urgency of gaick, and correct, actions required of a
ship in various combat and non-combat situations is the
impetus for establishing concrete information policies
referred to above. Handling of informatioa in this manner
exemplifies the concept of Information Resource Management
(IBM). With the implementation of SNAP, ttie capability will
exist to extend this I RM concepc to the "total ship."
21

strict guidelin'^5 for inforna-ior. handling have to be
developed just as for the mors tangible rssources of aop. ay,
people, and material because the fast-paced, dynamic envi-
ronment characterizei by complax technological advancss have
created what Forest '4, Horton, Jr. terms an "information
explosion." [7: 1] 3n the other hand, "the demand for data,
like the demand for dollars, or people, or supplies, or
office space, tends to exceed supply." [7: 22] How then can
the "information explosion" be a problem when theoretically
the demand for this iiformation exceeds the supply? The
answer lies in the ecfect that Information has on an organi-
zation or manager. The greater the quantity of relevant
information that an Dcganizatioi or manager can acquire, the
better the chaTice that uncertainty surrounding the organiza-
tion or manager is rsduced. Si^ce total certainty is 7=>n^r-
ally regarded as iapossible, ths demand for information
needed to reduce existing uncertainty will always exceed
what is available. 3Dwev=r, relevant information is lost: in
a forest of irrelevant or marginally useful information;
i.e., "the glut of marginally relevant information is clog-
ging our communications channels and thereby preventing
useful information frDm reachinj *Dur decision-makers. ... it
is (therefore) necessary to maximize the effectiveness and
efficiency dealing with the use of the information
resource," [7; 2, 22]
22

The development of SN^P c=in ob considered a significant
indicator that the marginal infDrraation handling capabili-
ties in the Navy are affecting its perforinance to a high
degree. Therefore, information should be nanaged in the
context of a resource management discipline wherein
"a resource can be thought of as something observable which
can be categorized. k resource is something usable, not
only for its original purpose, but extending to a purpose
beyond the original 3ie. Finally, a resource to be managed
must be collectable and not dispersed within the organiza-
tion. Management of a resource aeans that oppor- unities
exist to conserve the resource, to attend to the efficisncy
and effectiveness of use of -he resource aad to look for a
payoff in zhe prcfirs of the organisation through the effec-
tive utilization of tiie rasourcs itself." '3: 41] Using
this frame of refe!:si::e when i inplrmenting SNAP will enable
the benefits of autoaation to extend beyond the predeter-
mined reguirements to the arena of managemsnt decisions.
The initial step in using tie IFM concept is under-
standing the nature of information: "data can be defined as
unevaluared raw facts, while information nay be thought of
as evaluated data, that is, facus which have been inter-
preted in some manner so as to give -chem more value than
they had in the natural state." [7: 2] Viawed as an organi-
zational resource, information is conceptually similar to
23

ether, traditional, rasources (l.9., money, people, and
maxerial) because ix has value (in terms of time, manpower,
etc.)r and it has qualities (e.g., time of availabilit/,
accuracy, method of display, str,) which can be controlled.
[9: US-'iU] Additionally, managars continually find them-
selves asking the sane type of qiisstions aDout information
as they do about the other organizational resources: "What
information will I nsad? Whsn will I need it? How accurate
must it be? In what forTi will It be most a5efal to me? How
shall I organize this information?" [9: U6 ] To answer these
gues-ions, aianagem = nt of the ir.f ^rmatior. resource must be
"concerned with the oDlicies and procedures which govern the
processing and movement of information - suoh factors as the
structure of the iafDcmation, i:3 ccn*:enr: and make-up, its
completeness and aa the nti:;ity, Lzz availability and accessi-
bilizy, izs timeliness and accuracy, and so on." [10: 7]
Another way to grasp the idea of information as a resource
is by using an analogy of a mineral resource like coal.
Coal: [7: 41-42]
• has an acguisition cost;
• comes in several different grades, soae harder and
more expensive zo mine than others;
• comes in various degrees of purity;
• must be refined and processed to enhance its value;
• passes through many hands from point of acquisition
to point of use;
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• has many synthetics to compete with - some cheaper,
soine oaora exp^rislye;
• can be bought a ni protrsssad in its raw aatsrial fom
and thus integcatad vsrtically, or can be bough- in
more refined and processed forras; and
• is subject to the valje added principle^ at each
stage in its life cycle; and transfer pricing prin-
ciples and techniques can be applied as it moves
along its path frDm acquisition to use.
The next step is to establish a manageient function
whose purpose is to "define, aieasure, package, manage,
utilize, and dispose of that (inf ormaticn) resource
according to prescribed principles and practices." [7: '4 3 1
Since IRM emphasizes centralized management of information
to enhance the operations of the total organization, it is
evident that coordination across organizational lines is
required to support the IRM effort. Aboard Navy ships, SITA?
systems will provide a coimon denominator among the various
departments because tie computsrs will be the central repo-
sitory for machine readable data used by each departmen".
However, the IRM concept concerns the information itself,
not the processing of information; and since the information
3"The value added concept of information can be under-
stood by categorizing information into different categories;
1) information for operation, 2| information which enhances
operation and 3) information for decision-Daking. Basic
company information collected for operational reasons
achieves a value added status when it is also used in
decision-making processes. Information gathered which
enhances operations can achieve more value when further
processed and combined with related information." [8: 42]
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needs will be dGfinei for the total organization, the
responsibility of IR!1 would have to be not at the Data
Processing PP) center, bat rather at the aanagement level
above the departmental level, i. e. , the Executive Officer.
With IRH responsibilities at th= Executive Officer level two
important criteria are met. First, involvement and support
by top management will be continual. Secondly, the respon-
sibilities of coorliaating infonation flDws an ensuring
thc.-^ information policies truly benefit the whole crganiza-
tion are separated from the responsibilities surrounding the
mechanics of processing efficient and reliable da-a. The
Executive Officer, as the "boss" over all departraent-s, will
sign off on just how information is to be used aboard ship
(with the concurrence of the Zonianding Officer, of coarse).
The results are -hat policies are impleaient ed and enforoed
by top management; and that suggestions, oonflicts, etc. are
processed up the chain of command rarher than across depart-
mental lines through the OP center.
The third step is to develop necessary policies, proce-
dures, and systems required to properly manage the informa-
tion resource. These policies, procedures, and systems
should be published, disseminated within the organization,
and include at least the following: [11: 58]
• Statement of overall objectives relating to the




• Policies 3.nd pco^sdures tot iiDnitoring, controlling,
coordinating, mi managing Df different activities.
• Mechanism for idsntificatioi and implsuentation of
new rBquirenient s.
• Mechanism for feeibaclc from the user communi-y
regarding the sf f a ctiveness of different activities.
• Mechanism for keeping ex93utive managaisnt informed
abouz the developaents (saccesses and failures) in
the information processing and handling environment.
• Mechanism for incD rporatiag improvements in any or
all of the above mentions! policies and procedures
to achieve the stated objectives on an on-going
basis.
In summary, tha ISM concapt viaws infocnation as an
organizario nal resDucae (along ^ith men, people, and
material), the value of which lias in its jsa by managaaent
to make sound decisi^is. Tha kay ingredianc tD develop this
resource is the ability of each lanager to determine tha
relevant information needad to gat. his/her job done.
Through the leadership of the IRM "executiva," data "litter"
will be eliminated and the infornation neeis of the indi-
vidual managers will be integrated to benefit not only them-
selves but also tha entire orgaaizarion : "IRM is another way
to think systematically about tia organization and its
objectives, IRM seeks to identify the comicn patterns of
information that exist in the organization, to integrate
these varied patterns across the total organization into a
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cohsrer.t whole, ani tD provide gaidar.ce i?. the form of
standards a r.d convsntions to 3i2.<3 the best us? of infoma-




III. THE DATA 0I2II0NARY SYSTEM
A. DESCRIPTION
Ths essential na?.igem=nt tool compatible with the IRH
concept is the Data Dictionary System (DDSI.* A DDS can be
considered a "repository of information about the defini-
tion, structure, and jsage of ii-a. It does not contain the
actual data itself. ... the data dictionary contains the name
of each data type (element), its definition (size and type),
where and how it*s used, ind it= relationship to other
da-a." [12: 129] Phis "data about data" contained in a DDS
is termed "meta data." By automating the management of
definitions on whioh systems are built, optimization of iata
standardization and control can be realized, resulting in
improved D? prcducti/ity and -yetem reliability.
Additionally, headaches associated with traditional documen-
tation strategies, ani which plague both an applications
environment and a iata base environment, can be cured. The
problems with traditional documentation strategies can be
summarized as follows: [13: 37]
^Within the context of this paper, a DOS also includes
those systems termed D ictionary /Directory (D/D), Data




• Ma r.aaB 11 "^nt of do:;ii mentation is largely a manual
process which is separated from events ^r changes
occurring within the source or object code of the
applications systems it describes.
• There is no automatic guarai-^ee that existing docu-
mentation is up-tD-date, synchronized with executing
system configurations, or a::curate in representing
the data and system resources of the (Drganizat.ion) .
• Managing and motivating the pursuit of comprehensive
documentation is a difficult and time-consuming
affair.
• For a number of reasons, th= resulting material may
be difficult tD ase or ineffective in ineeting the
dynamic needs of the (organization). Seal questions
arise about the authenticity of the information i-
contains.
A DDS espouses C3n tralizatiDn and standardization of
data. Therefore, it ties in clDsely with IRM (Chapter I)
and DBMS (discussed ia the nex- chapter). However, a DDS is
also well-suited for an aoplica- ions envirDnment. Problems
with an applications approach (3.g., data redundancy,
unchangeability, inflexibility, stc.s) s-sn from decentral-
ized ownership and control of data and applications proc-
cessing. However, a ODS deals with data definitions, not
data or applications. Therefore, a DDS's centralized data
management approach to data definitions will help alleviate
these problems of the applications approach by aiding "in
the collection, standardization, an disseaination of
SThe disadvantages of an applications approach are
discussed in more ietiil in in :hapter IV.
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information relative to the different applications syst?:ii.
The use of a DDS will help enforce the development standards
concerning data item naming, usage, and coding. ... The infor-
mation contained witiin a data dictionary may be used by
almost everyone connected with i software system. A person
can locate informatiDi needed tD learn about a system, a
component of the system, or a pirticular data item within a
system." * 1 4: 3 ]
Meta data is physically stored in a data base. A DDS
can be cosidered to consist: of two parts: a dictionary and a
Si^^^torx- The dictionary comprises those data definitions
generated from the meta data, and which are applied to
various applications. The directory permits applications to
access the stored T\eti data without requiring knowledge of
their physical locations or characteristics. Thus, the
directory is used to enhance the versarility of the
dictionary, enabling c he DDS to perform the following
functions: [14: 3-4]
• Record keeping. The (DDSI rfill document all of the
data items in one or lore applications systems. An
objective of the documentation is to determine
common data elements and reduce redundancy of data
within the application system. Additionally, this
record keeping will aid in system enhancement and
correction, as well as system documentation.
• Q£2§.§. Reference. The (DDS) rfill maintain a useful
cross-reference between the entities contained in
it. A cross-reference will be kept between data
elements, synonyns of elements, programs, reports,
files, records, and users.
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• Illli§.2£iiI13- Indrxiig pcovidas a means to relate woris
CO uheir def init.i d ns. They can either be indexed b/
Jcey words (e.g., a KWIC Indsx) or by standardized
indexing terms (a.g., a KWO: Index).
• Standardization and Control. The DBA (Data Base
Administrator) can exsrcise management control over
all the data elements in th5 related aoplication
systems. For exanple, the DBA can institute a
procedure to reviaw all data items for redundancy
and conformance to standards prior to their
implementation in the application systems.
A DDS, by its ability to perform the above functions on
the iii6"a data, can produce a i: = liabl5 dict.ioaary that is
capable of answering questions posed by the IRM manager such
as: [12: 12 9]
• What kind of validity tests have been applied to
this data type?
• Who is authorized to apate it?
• What modules, programs, and systems use this data
type?
• What are the valii ranges of values for this data?
• What security level is applied?
• Who is allowed to access the data?
• By what other naaes is the lata type known in
various applications environments?
• In what reports does this data type appear?
• What is the input source for this data type?
In order to answer the abovs questions, a DDS aims at
three objectives: [15: 283]
• Inventory Manag.en2nt. The (DDS) provides an inven-
tory of the data"that comprise the resource and of
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the programs, transactions, and scre^n.o used to
access the sourcs. The inventory includes names,
definitions, locaLions, storage formats, sizes, and
other characteristics. With this repository of
information, standards for lames, access, storage,
security, and validation caa be implemented and
enforced more easily.
Cost Control. A ( DDSI helps to control the costs
developing and maintaining 3omputer-ba=ed applica
tions. A (DDS) 3an provids an accurate and compl
library of data definitions for use bo-h in appli
tion programs and in ^annsd program gsnsrators su
as report writers and query processors. Maintena
effor-s can also be facilitated through use of
reoorts qeneratel by the (D3S) that help to oredi
the effects of change in ons part of aa infcrmati







• Resilie ncY . A D33 improves tha resiliency of the
data resource to changes in the data processing
environment. Actii evenent of data independence from
the characteristics of a particular hardware and
software environnant illows the information resouroa
to adapt to changing requira ments.
B. CLASSIFICATION
A DDS may be classified in Dne of two ways. One classi-
fication is by the capability ol the DDS to provide data
entry descriptions to other software. In this context, the
DDS can be said to ba passive or active. With a passive
DDS, the data entry dascriptions will exist within the DDS
and other software (i.e., C0B3L programs) on an independent
basis. Therefore, changes in tia DDS do not automatically
result in corresponding changes in the software containing
the appropriate entity descriptions, and execution of appli-
cations programs do iDt include automatic checking with the
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DDS for correctness of ia-^. d = f ir.i tior.s. Thus, -h= OOS in
itself loss not control dsfinitlons of tha organization' s
data. It rather wouLd be the primary reference used to
control the definitions manually. [16: 6-7]
On the other hand, an activs DDS is the onl^^ §2!iiSS -O-
data descriptions dsei in oth = r processing compoaen"i:s such
as compilers, assemblers, and D3t1Ss. Enforoemant of data
standaris and usacr- t'lrougho'it ih? orcranization*'^ aoolica-
tions, and changes to appropriate software using data
descriptions that are changed ii the DDS, are accomplished
automatically by the DDS instaai of manually. As an
example, an active DDS, using dictionary information and
parameters supplied in the job stream, could produce the
DATA DIVISION for any C0B3L program without manual interven-
tion. The portion of the prograa produced by the DDS will
be interspersed with the rest of the source program when the
program is compiled. Additionally, if the DATA DIVISION was
produced ma rually, it would be automatically verified by the
DDS before program execution. [15: 7]
The second classification of a DDS is according to its
dependence on other software foe implementing its functions.
In this respect, the DDS may be termed stand-alone or depen-
dent. A stand-aloae DDS is self-contained. Its functions
are performed without relying oi any other general purpose
3t*

software such as a D3?1S. A st aad-alon-:^ DD3 may b-^ active cr
passive. [16: 6, 7]
A DDS that is designed to opsrate in conjunction with
another general purpose software system such as a DBMS is a
dependent DDS. This type of 3D3 reg^uires the facilities of
the general purpose software system (e.g., DBMS) in order to
perforin DDS functions. [15: 7] This type of DDS can bs said
tc be an "in-line" DOS , and it is aenerally us^d wi'^h ^
DBMS. Essentially, this in-lin2 DDS is an elaboration of an
active DDS in that ths, DBMS dirsctory servas as the lirec-
tory for borh the DDS (for data definitions) and -he DBMS
(for the object data requested oy the user application).
[13: 42]
C. SUMilARY OF BENEFITS.
In summary, a DDS can be coasidered "a single, authori-
tative source of information on data elements, their us=
,
and their organization and forait. It is a way of moni-
toring and controlling data resources without actually inte-
grating and centralizing the lata itself. Instead,
information on data is integrated and centralized in a
single file." [17: 32] The centralization and standardiza-
tion themes of a DDS nakes it vary compatable with IRM as
well as providing thr following benefits: ;i6: 8]
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• Better ccr.trci of th? oraaai. 3 = tiers* iata resourrr??





• Improved transooct ability of data and software
between computing environaei ts through standardized
data and data definitions.
• Improved documentation for lata bases, programs and
systeis
.
• Automatic compilation of data definitions to be
included in application programs or in DBMS data
base definitions.
• Increased security and accsss con-rol for the data
base environment.
• Effective aid to software dBvelopraent, aodif ica-ion,
and maintenance through configuration nanagement of
system components of data aid programs,
• Increased cost-effective 1=2 of resources throughout
the system development life cycle.
The benefits of a DDS dirscly impact six major user
groups: [ 15 : 289]
• Dara administrators, who ass the system as a major
tool for invencocying the data resource, imple-
menting standards, and designing, monitoring, and
restructuring data bases.
• Application persaanel, who jse the system to reduce
program coding efforts, to store the design of
evolving systems and to support analysis of system
changes .
• Operations staff, who retrieve information about
jobs from the (DDS).
• Data processing inanagsment, who receive high-level
impact and summary reports about data usage from the
(DDS) .
• End-users, who obtain descriptions of their data
views from the (DDS) .
• Auditors, who examine and obtain data descriptions
for use in auditing softwara.
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IV. FILE MANAGEMENT 7S DATA 3ASE 1ANA3£|1SNT
A. PROBLEMS WITH TRADITIONAL FILE MANAGEMENT
As stated previously the triiitional file mcnagement , or
applications approacti, is f unction- (i. e. , file) oriented.
Da-ca required by a piirticalar applications program (or set
of applications) are organizei in files basad on t,he
requirements of the ?arti::ular program (s). The objective in
this organization is optimizati^a of program performance
rather than the inforiation use of the data content of tne
files. Thus, the result of fanzt ion-oriented files is t ae
limitation of data, irfhich is probably commoQ to other appli-
cations, to the reali of only certain applications. In
order for files, containing data that is collected for use
by a particular application, to be used by another applica-
tion, it is necessary to process the files into a different
form or format requirad by the iiditional applications.
[18: 1-1]
The use of a funot ion-orieat ed approach leads to the
creation of several aajor problaas. [19: 9-10] The first
major problem is data redundancy. Re-processing of data
leads to the occurancs of the same data type (s) in several
different places. With the sams data being stored in
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multiple places tha ^^ance for ievelopment of inconsi=n9 n-
cies increases, which, in tuirn iapacts data integrity; 1.=.,
i-c is possible for a lata type Located in several places to
be in different states of updare at the sane rime. The
results will be confLicting reports and loss of credibility
by users who must use this inconsistent data to make deci-
sions. Additionally, redundant data takes up more storage
space in the computer system.
The second disadvantage of traditional file management:
surfaces when changes to a file system have to be made. If
the data format in a file musr be changed for some reason,
then all of the applications programs whioh use that file
must be located and changed accordingly. Conversely, if ths
value of a data type in one file is updatei, then all files
containing that data type muse be located and updated.
Similar location and verification actions nust also be
performed f cr additions and deletions of data types.
Therefore it is guite possible that a trivial change to one
area of the system cai cause a chain reaction of changes in
other parts of the system. These changes will be costly in
terms of time and oersonael.*
^This could be a considerable disadvantage with SNAP
since one of the program constraiats is that no additional




The nsx~ disad'/antags is thr i nconsis* ancy/ ir.conica*:
-
ability cf data/outpat
. \s tii= iita in sa-h functional area
is defined, different naming coiventions may be used (e.g.,
SSAN, SSN, SOC-SEC, 9tc. for social security number).
Inconsistent naming oonventions will tend to confuse U3=rs
who are unfamiliar with certain representations of a data
item. Since programaers naintaining the systems mus- also
deal with this type of dara, ooifusion could lead to delays
in developing applications to fit new user requirements.
Furthermore, as data between siailar systems become more
diverse in their definitions aai representations, output
could become totally incoapatabl e. [14: 2]
A fourth major roadblock is the inflexibility cf the
applications approach. A prevalent Navy saying is "Stay
Flexible," meaning that most day-to-day operations are char-
acterized by unexpected problems and situations which
require immediate attention. If decisions regarding these
unexpected situations are to be aided by computer generated
information using traditional file management methods, the
user will quickly fina out that data items oannot be
re-grouped to fit an ad hoc reqiest without first composing
a complete applications program and/or a new set of files.
Although the data la/ exist, information cannot be provided
in a timely, efficient manner that can satisfy the user.
This situation can be colorfully described by the adage
"water water everywhere; but aot a drop to drink."
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B. DB:1S OVERCOi'I^S FILS-ORIENrSD LI.IirATIDJJS
It caa be deducel from ths ioove discussion tha- a
file-oriented systam i/ould be adequate under the following
conditions: [18: 1-3]
• Limited scope Df aanagsment informatioa capability
desired.
• High sxpectatiDn that successful achisvament of tha
file system will satisfy th? needs of -he organiza-
tion for a relatively long period of time (5 to 10
years) .
• Use of a relatively small VDiuaie of daca with little
growth anticipate!.
• Expectation of little or no aeed for redundancy in
the types of dat.=L being use!.
The static environuent depicted by the above conditions ices
not balance the SNA? requirements of developing a computer
system to meet the cDnstantly changing and growing
administrative requirements iapDsed on the Fleet.
Data base manageient systems (DBMSs) are more adequately
suited to meet the caallenge of the Navy's administrative
requirements because a DB;is is iata-oriented rather than
function-oriented. Tiis enables the DBMS to integrate lata
in a manner which enables multiple users to view the same
data in different franes of reference without having to
create dedicated files or applications programs. In other
words, "the data base is designed for generality, for flexi-
bility, and extensibility, both in the design of the various
records and in the files that it includes." [18: 1-2]
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Many problems sxisting in th=- applications apprcirh -r?
overcome by the DB«S characteristic of centralization o-
Sals- First, centralized data eliminates data redundancy.
^
Wirh "harmful" data redundancy eliminated considerable
savings in storage space is possible. Cost savings are also
realized in the updating or modifying of the data base
because updates or mDi ificati^ns would only have to be done
once. Finally, data centralization results in economies of
scale:
• "One person working full tiae on data problems can
be more efficieit than twenty people working one-
twentieth of their time oa the probieas." [21: 4]
• The existence of Dnly one data base processing
system interacting directly with the data base
"implies that the logical and physical structure of
the data base, bickup, security (and privacy), etc.
are under some form of central control.
. Rather than
spreading money and effort across multiple frag-
mented files, attentiDn can be focused on the single
common data base." [22: 136] This means that "more
money and analyst time can De spent improving the
data base processing systei than could be spent on
any single file processing system." [21: 4]
A second major benefit of a DBUS is the existence of
logical and physical data indeHiHiiUSi- Logical data
^This is not entirely true. James
"in reality some measire of redmdancy
bases in order to give improved access
addressing methods. 3 erne records are
the capability to recover from icciden
There is a tradeoff between nonredunda
able criteria, and so it would be bett
'controlled redundancy * or miniial red
well-designed data base removes *harmf
C 20 : 2 3]
Martin states tha ^
exists in many da ta
times or simpler
duplica ted to prov ide
tal loss of data.
ncy and other desi r
—
er to use the phra se







independence means thit "the ovsrall logical structure of
the data !nay be changed without changing the application
programs. (The changss must not, of course, remove any of
the data the application prograas use.)" ;2D: 30] Physical
data independence meai s that "the physical layout and the
organization of the lata nay be changed without changing
either the overall logical structure of the data or the
applications programs." [20: 3D] The logical and physical
data independence orovi'5ed by a OEMS is necessarv if the
organization is to consider data, and the information
derived froin data, as resourc = £ (is supportsd by the l?.^
concept). With logical and physical data independence users
are allowed to create multiple logical visws of a single
representation of the data. In the context of IRM, users
are able to generate I nf ormatioi in a variety cf forms from
the same data. Thus, each user ioes not have to create
separate applications programs and corresponding files
because the DBMS is able to re-iefine the data structures
according to the requirements of each application.
Additionally, changes to the data itself and to the applica-
tions using the data nay be accoiplished separately with no
effect upon each other.
With users only considering their own logical view of
the data, they do not have to worry about the data's phys-
ical representation, lor about liow subsequent changes in the
i*2

physical data base will affect thsir programs. A D3?!S a==s
complex data structurss to rsprasent the different logical
views of the users; bat since the users need not worry about
these complex physical representations, navigation through
the data base is easy (from the user/programmer point of
view) because it is ar complishei by the DB1S and not by the
program developed by the user.
Another significant benefit of the DBMS is its ad hoc
aiiill casabilit^, which is bassi on logical and physical
data independence ani the aynaaiL^ integration of data. 3y
use of a high level jiery language, unanticipated requests
for information can b= handled oy the DBMS without the need
for programming because view definition and navigation
through the data base are accoip lished by the DBMS, not the
user. Therefore, tiiely infor:n=tion retrieval or report
generation is possible en an ad hoc basis. This quick
access to information not only laproves the quality of a
manager's unanticipated decisions, but also programmer
productivity by keepiig systems programmers from being inun-
dated with requests for new applications and modifications
to existing applicatiD ns.
It can also be noted, in the case of SNAP, that the use
of minicomputers also provides in inherent advantage in data
base processing because "since their inception minicomputers
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have always been orisp.t'^'i to rh? on-line interactivf
er.vironiRer.-t ^ (and) dita bass operations also t^nd to b =
oriented to the on-liie interactive environmen" . . .
,
Obviously, if the hardware arohitecture and the operating
software is interaotl/e, then interactive data base opera-
tions are a natural function for the minicoaiputer. It can
be gerneralized that it is easisr to run batch operations on
an interactive systen than it is to make a ba-ch system run
interactive applications." [23: SP/26 ]
In summary, the js er-orian t = i data approacn of a DB:iS
yields advantages to management in the need for fewer
personnel; and in faster, more inproved responses to infor-
mation requirements, sspecially those that are unantici-
pated. Finally, few infocmatioi systems used in executive
decision-ma id.ng are immune from new and chinging require-
ments. A DBMS provides the flexibility to respond to
changes in a timely fashion by separating the user from the
data and by enabling a variety of data relationships to be
constructed to conform to different user views.
C. SURVEY PINPOINTS DBMS ADVANIASES
A survey conducted by GabciBlle and John Wiorkowski of
27 different computer user sit=3 utilizing a variety of
commercial DBMSs proiaced the results shown in Figures 2, 3,
'4C4

4, and 5. [ 2U ] The aser sitss involved inrladsd
rspresentatives of i:iiustLy, go/srnment, siucation and
research, and several miscellansous others. Seventeen sizes
had their DBMS installed for it least one year. The other
ten were newcomers. The advantages and disadvantages of
DBMSs listed in Figuras 2, 3, 'A, and 5 were rated on a scale
of 1 to 5, with 5 beiag the most important and 1 being the
least important. Several impoctant conclasions were derived
which correspond with the =bov= iiscussior. zbout DBMSs:
1. Data independents was ratei lost important. "The
users stated thit the data organizati^^ is trans-
parent to the pcDgrammers, that data is removed
from the programs, and there is increased ease in
programming both during isvelopment and during
maintenance of ai applicatiDn using a DBMS.
"As data independence increases, maintenance
costs and costs 3f adding applications should and
do increase. Prospective DBMS users can indeed
anticipate a decrease in these costs." [2U: 109]
2. Data Integrity: ''Several users commented that end
users really loot at the lata now as compared to
the application's voluminois reports prior to DBMS.
The end user will call aboit an error and a correc-
tion can be made immediately." [24: 113] This
immediate corre:::tion capability is possible through
data centralization in a DBMS environaent.
3. Two-thirds of tie users sacveyed (18) were on-line.
The average rating of thssB 18 users as to the
on-line benefits was 4,4 (as opposed to the 4.0
average rating listed in Figure 2 which includes
the 9 users who * ere not on-line). Referring to
Figure 2 it can be seen that the 4.4 rating of
on-line benefits from on-line users is egual to the
4.4 rating given to the nost important benefit,
data independents. Various responses by the users
includ ed: " being on-line is the most important
advantage of DBMS'; 'on-liie contributes greatly to
the advantage of the data base approach'; 'ease of
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progra nmiing on-line'; etc." [24: 110] This "close-
ness" in the ratings is logical sines iata indrp^n-
dence (physical and logical) is required to
implement on-lins interactive query capabilities.
Ad hoc query capability tD handle unanticipated
requests requiras on-lina capabili tiss. Regarding
the handling of manticipated requests, the survey
revealed that "the online users had a significantly
higher increase (3.2) conpared to the off-line
users' increase (1.4). Ihs on-line ussrs also
believed that tie information receive! from the
application on DBMS was considerably more useful
(3.1) to end usees in thair daily activities than
the off-line iissrs did (1.4)." [24: 110]
decrsasa in iaza rsauniancy ir. Figure 3.
previously be
DBMS environment.
7. Finally, comparisons of Figuras 2 and 3 with
Figures 4 and 5 reveal that the benefits with the
lowest ratings ware more iaportant to the organiza-
tion than the highest ratel disadvantages. Th^
conclusion drawn is that tie advantages far cuTway









Ease and flexibility in
restructuring and naintaini.ig data
Reduction in data redundancy
Integrated vs. indspsident applications
Quick handling of anantici paxsd requests












Strangely, the data Dise rcncspt is so tightly linked with
being on-line that
advantage. of DBMS.
"on-line bstrrf'ts' r. a -: r
How Users Rate the Importance of DBMS Advantages
(Da a scalB of. 1 to 5)
Flgura 2 [24; 110]
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Ease and flexibility in
restructuring and laintainiag data 2.8
Reduction in data redundancy (1.5)
Integrated vs. indepaadent applications 2.3
Quick handling of unanticipated requests 2.0
Programmers not having to know
physical structure 2-0
Security and Privacy 1,2
Other change
Maintenance costs (0.7)
Cost of adding applications (1-7)
Ability to backup ani recover 2.2
Number of characters storsd 0.8
Timliness of inforiation 2.6
Usefulness cf information 2.5
Some changes realized with tha installatioti of a data base
management system ara actually aot directly related to iz.
Many users claimed, lOz: insrancr, that bacf.ap and reccvary
was made more difficult by tha iastallation of a DBMS; the
gain in recoverability actually came from their being forced
into developing better procedures to make the DBMS applica-
tions work.
Degrees af Change After Installing DBMS
(3a a scale of 1 to 5)





Additional operating z ost 2.
U
Cost of additional har dwace/SDf
t
ware 2.3
Additional cost of storing data 2.0
End user problems in the transition 2.2
Cost of the DBMS 2. 1
Cost of installing DBliS 2.0
The disadvantages of cunning a ia^.a base management system,
including higher operating costs, were usually seen as less
important than the advantages.
How Users Rate ths Importance of DBMS Disadvantages
(Dtt a scala of 1 to 5)





Additional operating z ost 1.U
Cost of additional hardware/software 1.1
Additional cost of storing data O.U
Average increases in major costs and in opecaticnal ineffi-
ciency were seen as "over 20%" oy the installations polled.
The low number seeti f^r the incir^ase in data storage costs
is somewhat deceiving too, sia~= lany users extended their
applications when it i#ent on DB1S and saw costs go up by
half.
Degrees of Change Aftar Installiag DBMS
(Dtt a scale of 1 to 5)
Figure 5 [2*: 113]
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V. THE DATA BASE ADMIN ISTHATDR
With tha applications appcDach to autoiaation the center
of attention is on the procedar3s or programs upon which
data files are constcictel. 'Aith. the data base approach the
center of attention is on the 3a. ta itself. Since the value
of data is propcrtioi a. 1 to th's accuracy of the data,, T.r.i
since most data will be centalizsd with thr data base
approach, it follows that centralized definition and control
of an organization's physical data base is required for a
successful integrated data base environment. The IP.M execu-
tive is one side of this data control "coin." He is raspon-
sible for interpreting org aniza- ional policies, goals, and
objectives. The IRM function is strictly a.2ILzlE2llIliSli -^
nature.
The technical side of the data control "coin" is the
Data Base Administrator (DBA). The DBA is "a human function
with responsibility for the definition, organization,
protection, and efficiency of tie data bases in the data
base environment, including rssponsibility for defining the
rules by which data is accessed and stored." [25: 6] The
wide range of specific responsioilities assumed by the DBA








































































Training on data base
Consultant on file design
Design operational procedures
Access ZD data base
Access for testing
Interfaces
Functioas of a Data Base Administrator
Figure 6 [25: 185]
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are interpr STisd to fall into fi(^5 major c^tsgori^s: (1) j=,-a
Definition and Data 3ise Design, (2) Administration,
(3) Operations, (U) 3/stem Monitoring and Improvement, and
(5) General Support. [25: 7]
The Data Definition and Data Base Design function is
shared with the IRM executive. The IRM executive ensures
that information standards and policies are developed,
disseminated, and enforced and that data to be stored in the
data base is compatible with tti= information standards and
policies of the organization. The DBA ensures that rules
for user access are prom^algta2d and enforced. Integrity
aspects include protection of tie data base against inaccu-
rate, invalid, or missing data, and security aspects include
protection of the data base fron purposeful and illegal
access, destruction, or dislocation.
The AdministratiDn function of the DBA ensures that all
the "rules" are being followed; I.e., that organizational,
government, and other pertinent directives and policies
regarding the disposition of th5 organization's data are
being obeyed, that data base seourity and integrity stan-
dards are being used in day-to-iay operations, and that
proper documentation of the data base environment (such as
the recording of procedures, standards, guidelines, and data
base descriptions) is being conducted.
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Under the Oper^tiDns functi-jn, the DBA ensures tha- ^il
resources within the lata base suvironment operate in an
efficient and effective manner. 3oth formal and documented
procedures for user access to tie data base aust be used.
Additionally, scheduling of computer time to ensure priDrity
use of the data base, utilization or repair of da-a base
components, and general operational use of the da-a base
must be performed, Dther important components of the
Operations function inclade aai:itenance of the DDS and
ensuring that system recovery, and security procedures are
properly exercised a.id controlled.
System Monitoring and Improvement ensures an efficient
level of service whila effectively maintaining data base
integrity. System monitoring procedures aeasure the
performance of both the hardwars and software components of
the data base environment. The DBA is responsible for
reviewing the results of monitoring the computer system,
identifying difficulties and inefficient areas of operation,
and initiating any activities needed to improve the data
base environment. Tiis activity is called "tuning" of the
data base.
The final function. General Support, includes the
educating of new users in the proper operation of the data
base, and the continuing education of present users to
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ensure that all compDnen-s and standards of the data bas
^
environment are effectively and properly being used. The
DBA is also the point of contact within the organization who
should keep abreast of outsids iavelopments relevant to the
operation and admiiist ration of the organization's data
base(s) and DBMS. In the casa of SNAP systsms, the ship-
board DBA would liasoQ with th= principal shore activity
responsible for the iirect support of the shipboard comuter
syst^ns. This shors activity i= the Navy 'lanageaent Systsrr.s
Support Office (NA7J1A3SO). Undsr SNAP many functional area
applications are being develops! by NAVHA530 that are stan-
dardized for use throiighoat the Fleet, In a data base anvi-
ronment, strict controls would lave to be i^iplsraented with
the standardized applications so that shipboard personnel
could not modify the applications without the authority of
NAVMASSO. The DBA is the central personality who can sn surs
that use of standardized applications is strictly enforcad,
and who can maintain the nscessary liason with NASVMASSD
regarding the use of specializsi applications as well as ths
DBMS itself.
The centralized control ovsc data activity (as oppposed
to just data) encompassed by th2 DBA function will result in
a data base anvironm=nt that is more error free than th=
decentralized environnent of tha applications approach.
Additionally, an atmosphere of standardization will result
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which will facilitare the minimization of i?-t5. redundancy
and simplify the sharing of rsli^ible data »::ross organiza-
tional lines, HowBvsr , ia order to realize these benefits,
the DBA must take on a wide variety of responsibilities
(Figure 6) which require close and constant attention.
Therefore the DBA shoald be a primary, full time assignment

71. CONCLgSIONS
The U.S. Navy is in a consrant state of growth in order
to meet its goal of 500 ships. The result of this growth is
added complexity in both the operating and managing of
ships. Automation with compui:e!:3 has enabled newer ships
toe stser, figh-^ , ani be prop=lI?i, wi-^.hcu- th^ r.^~c cf
human intervention, resulting ii reduced manning levels
aboard ships. The coibination ^f increasad Plset activi-y
and reduced ship manning levels has resulted in a severe
administrative burden upon shipboard personnel which signif-
icantly affects ship performance and personnel morale and
retemiion. The purpose of tha Sliipboard Non--actical AD?
Program is to alleviate much of this adminisrrat ive burden
through the employment of non- t.i ^tical compa-ers.
The first requirsnent in ia/eloping any system is to
define ths objectives. It is tie premise of this paper that
the objectives cf SNAP only addcBss the short terra because
the intention of SNAP is to satisfy certain pre-determin ed
functional needs of the Fleet.; and to compensate for the
unfamiliari ty and insic perience of shipboard personnel with
the procedures required to maintain a DBMS environment in a
reliable state. The result is an applications approach to
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SNA? systeni is'/eiopraan "t, with nD piannincr or d^velcofitent
being coniucted for avsntual tnasition ~d a dita base envi-
ronment. If what has already been defined is all that will
ever be required of tde SNAP systems, then the applications
approach will probably be bettsc than the data base
approach: "It is quite common fDr a DBMS to be used to solve
a particular problem with the iatention of having no impact
on the company. However, there is a danger that using a
DBMS in this way can resulz in its use in::reasing in an
uncontrolled way, often resulting in disasterous conse-
quences." ("27: SR/^ ] However, the administrative environ-
ment in the Fleet is constantly active in that new
requirements are created and already established require-
ments are changed or updated. additionally, familiarization
with the SNAP systems will encoirage their use beyond the
scope of the pre-defined functional needs.
An applications approach is a "brute force" method for
meeting the increased information requirements in the Fleet.
The increased capicty to process data will be realized; but
the static and unchangeable characteristics of the applica-
tions environment tend to make data inaccurate, inconsis-
tent, or outdated because data: [S: ID/21]
• Is stored in different formats.




» Is oftsn not easily r'^coverible or secure.
• Usually has stru::ture tiei iirectly to program
logic.
The result will be ths inability to generate the necessary
information for the on-going suzrcess of the organization. A
move from processing iata with an applications approach to
producing information wirh a lata base approach will have to
be made. [ 2 8: ID/9]
The second intention of 3:iA? (compensation for lack of
knowledge of shipboard personnel in AD?) is based on -ech-
nical and training lin itations. Figure 6 illust-rates a
multitude of functions to be performed by the DBA, the :n ost
critical of which ar=: (1) backup and recovery, (2) privacy
and security, (3) conourrency ani deadlock control, and (3)
auditing. The proper operation of a compu-er sys-em depends
on the effective iipelementatioi of these functions whether
computer system development follows an appliactions approach
or a data base approach. "The integrity of the data base
may be affected by a software, a hardware, or operator
malfunction. The malfunction aay be of a magnitude serious
enough to either completely destroy the data base or. to
leave it in a state that its ooitents cannot be vouched for.
It is therefore necessary for the system to possess the
ability to recover from such a Malfunction while maintaining
the completeness (or integrity) of the information heli
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within the data bass." [29: 113] adntitt^il'/ these fur.c-.i?r.s
are more complex ir. a. data base ar.'/ironinerit than in an
applications environma nt. Howsver, the key to success in
either environment depends not upon the relative complexity
of the two approaches, but rachsr upon -he proper education,
training, and manageien-^- discipline used by personnel
designated to implement aad operate the systems.
To illustrate thit the disai vanataae ^f user i^.^xoer i-
ence with a DBMS is a short tern effect which can be over-
come using sound management, and training techniques,
consider a represeatit ive functisn of the DBA - backup and
recovery. Referring to Figure 3 in chapter IV., the ability
of the surveyed organizations tD backup and recover as a
result of i rpleraenti.ig a DBMS increased by 2.2 on a scale of
1 to 5. As the figure notes, cd mplicatioas with backup and
recovery were initially experienced with the use of a DBMS.
However, these complications wece overcome by development of
better procedures, with the net affect being positive. As a
supplement to this observation by the Wiorkowskis, Ian B.
McCririck and Robert Z, Goldstein surveyed 555 large
computer users in Canada both the public and private sectors
regarding the functions of th= data administrator.
Responses were recei/ed from 43^ (253) of the sample, and 71
claimed to have an explicit data administration function.
In response to the question of .now the time spent on each
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daza administrat.or risk was sxpactad to be differan- -wo
years larer, "the majoriry of rie respondap. ts fsit zhav
would be spending ddeb time in tvo years oa every responsi-
bility on the list. D nly one item got the votes of as many
as 10% of the DAs for becoming Less important - the develop-
ment of backup, recovsr, and restart procedures." [30: 134]
The results of these two surveys infer that once sound
procedures and standards are defined, and proper training
conducted, technical limitatiDas are stsaiily corrected,
resulting in increased perfomai cs.
After SNA? implema ntation is complete, usage of the
system will result in increasad experience and knowladga in
users as to the true rapabilitias of the systaoas.
Increasing requiranait s upon zha SNA? systa;ns will be
focused beyond the pra -det ermiaB d functional needs into rha
area of aiding the minagement dscision-makiag process. This
means that certain iafomation from each department of a
ship will have to ba iccessibla to all othar departments so
that the "informatioa resource" Df the ship can provida
maximum benefit to total ship performance. Access to a
ship's information rasource wiLL have to ba timely and reli-
able. This will ba accomplishad by on-lina capabilities of
the computers, including high laval query languages.
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Th9 dual r a quir en 3 nts of fulfilling certain function il
needs now and decisiDi -making n^sds in the future cannot be
provided for by a traditional file manageoiaQt system because
the applications approach is only function-oriented. The
data base approach will evolve because it can fulfill both
types of needs. This is because the data base approach is
oriented to the commDi denominator of the two types of
needs - the data itself.
As the need foe a data base approach becomes more
predominant, rhe admia istration of a ship's information will
require the use of Information Resource Management. Th=
best technical impleas ntation of the IRH concept is a Data
Base Management Systen because I?.M and DBMS both support the
same philosophy: centralization and standardization of both
data and the control of dita.
A common managemsit tool i^ill be needed to bridge the
gap between the management of data and information, and the
automation of data and generation of information. This -ool
is the Data Dictionary System. The concepts underlying both
ISM and the operation of a DBMS can be explicitly documented
and implemented with the aid Df a DDS. The compa-abili. y of
lEM, DBMS, and DDS is summarize! in Figure 7.
Finally, management positions will have to be estab-
lished to enforce absolute authority in the definirion and
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use of a ship's data, Thase billets aboard ship will b9 2.n
"lEK ex3cutiv=" and i "DBUS sxa^ative." The IRH responsi-
bilities will fall apDH the ex3::utive officer, and the DBMS
responsibilities will be carried out by a shipboard Data
Base Administrator. The number and variety of functions to
be performed by ths DBA dictate that, the data base
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The reccmmendations cited ia this section are made under
the assumption that SSAP i mplsmBntation will not be
employing a data bass approach. Since it is predicted that
the increased knowledge and experience on part of the end
users of the SNAP systems will gan3rat5 rsqairsnients tn
utilize the SNAP systems for noes diversified, managemsnt-
oriented applications in support of the decision-making
process, it is necessary that planning begin now for davei-
opment of a data base environment for non-tictical ADP
support aboard ships.
A. MANAGERIAL 3EC0:iMENDAT IONS
The initial step in developing a data base environment
is the education and training of the managers whom the
computer systems will affect; i.s., the officer corps. The
data base approach is characterized by the cenrralization of
data and its control. Commaniiig Officers, Executive
Officers, Departmenr Heads, and Division Officers all
receive formal classroom trainiig before reporting t.o their
respective billets. Fundamentals of the raforma^iion
Resource Management concept must be addressed during this
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clissrccm "training cf shipbcari zj=.naci9r3: (1) inf or.T>a"tic ~ is
a resourcs *hdt diractly iff acts the psrfcraance of th= ship
in carrying out its uissiDn, and should therefore be managed
with the same considerations given to other resources; and
(2) the data required to generate administrative support
information is coordinated and controlled "at the top"
(i.e., the Executive Officer) rather than at lower levels of
management. This prevents data from becoming proprietary as
well as enforcing top managenin- involvement in producing
the "team effort" reqjired to eisure successful performance.
The second important step whioh should be taken now is
the establishment of a Data Dictionary System for the appli-
cations presently beiig develDped and implemented under
SNAP. The central repository of data definitions, controls,
and standards contained in a DD3 is invaluable to the proper
management aboard ship. The 303 theme of improving the
authenticity of inf ora ation, oz documentation, about an
organization's applications systems sets the stage for
implementing the IRM concept in a data base environment.
Secondly, a DDS provides a common denominator between the
ship and their primary shore-based support activity,
NAVMASSO, when help or consultation is required regarding
SNAP operations. As confidence in automation increases and
a data base environment begins to evolve, the DDS will be
the primary -t-ool used for systens development.
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IBscausa a passive DBS places considerable demand for
overt and extensive DBA involvsisnt in many system support
activities in order to ensure the dictionary's viability as
an accurate system aad data docimentation tool, it is recom-
menced that a passive dictionary be constructed for two
reasons: (1) it is inherently Less complex than an active
dictionary; and (2) considering that many applications are
being devloped centrally for use throughout the fleet on
equipment furnished by differen: contrac-ors, the port-
ability of a single, centrally ieveloped DDS would be
enhanced. It is most likely that two central DDSs would
have to be developed if they were active because "the
strongest potential for the development of an ac-ive sys-em,
at. least theoretically, is where the same /endor supplies
all components of the overall dita management complex,
including the host language compilers, the DBMS (and its
compilers) and the DOS. This, of course, normally means the
hardware vendor." [13: 42]
The third managerial recommendation addresses the SNAP
constraint of no additional personnel being required to
operate the SNAP systems. Aboard ship, this constraint will
foster assignments to data management and operations on a
collateral duty basis. The operation, maintenance, and
control of a data processing environment, wtiich will greatly
impact the way in which a ship does business, will require
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attention tc detail and follow- tia rough abiiitiss. The 3^ jcey
characteristics of effective aaQageaent can only be realized
by assignment of personnel on a full time basis. At a
minimum the person in overall ciarge of tha data processing
"department" should b= an officic. This person would essen-
tially be serving as the ship's Data Base Admiaistrator for
the ship's non-tactical ADP support, and as such should be
given t.he status of i departmsnt head accountable to tha
Executive Officer. ^ 3iven thai personnel sxperienced (or
even educated) in data processiag are noi. prevelant enough
to fill all required billets, training for Dfficers in data
processing will have t o be part. Df the training "pipeline"
prior tc reporting aboard a ship. Also, a pool of for:nally
educated officers =xist who havs completed masters degrse
level education at tis Naval ?03 tgraduaie 5rhool in Coaipitsr
Systems Management (13 monthsl and Computer Science
(21 months) .
The fulfilling of management decision-nalcing needs
encompassss subordinate functional needs. Therefore a data
base approach is a more sound approach to realizing both
short-term and long-t=rm benefits of non-tactical ADP
8The DBA function performed by the individual aboard
ship would have to be a subset of a centralized Fleet DBA
function (located at ^AVMASSOI Decause the initial applica-




support. As such, a lata bass ipproach shoald be instit'i- = d
front the beginning in lieu of ai applicatioas approach.
Later conversion fron an applications evvironmsnt to a 2ata
base environment will be costly and disruptive: "There is no
doubt, however, that providing you gather -he necessary
expertise and have tDtal managenaat commitient that the path
of least resistance is in the isvelopmeni: of a totally q ew
system." [27: S R/4 ] Additionally, a DBMS installed under
t h s d a— a b a se a t? cr oa^*! will o''"ovi'^e t"^*^ abi.li'^y fcr linc"ov—
3
management decisions oy providing fas-er responses to unan-
ticipared requests i?. more user-friendly 3ianner than
applications systems.
The testing of a 3MS enviroment should be performed
prior to mass iaplementa-ion in the Fleet. The establish-
ment of pro-orype systems for b:!th SNA? I and SNA? II, pref-
erably at NAVMASSO, should be accomplished to facilitate
systems development lad training. A DBMS should be devel-
oped on these prototypes so first-hand experience of the
benefits of a DBMS caa be experienced. Standardized proce-
dures and training methods can be developed in crucial func-
tional area such as baclcup and recovery, concurrency con-
trol, privacy, security, moni-ocing, auditing, and tuning.
Finally, plans and shipboari test platforms should be
established to increiis ntally imalement the DBMS environment
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aboard ship. An evolutionary approach to implsm^nta- ior. is
necessary to prsclads an atmospi^ra of "toD rauch too sod?.,"
where users not accastomed to ADP would be overwhelmed with
new technology and procedures. The present applications
approach that is bsing used fDu SNAP is not considered to be
a necessary step in i^veloping i DBMS environment because
the foundations upon * hich ths ipplicatioas approach is
based (function orieited and dsrsntralized) are nc: compa-
table with, "h e t l^e fcjnlaticns d" ~ h r l2.ta 'C2.se 'dO'C'~'2ach.
(data-oriented and centralized). Therefore systems develop-
ment should be based on a DEM3 froi the start. A method for
incremental implementation of S'^A? I has already been
presented; [31: 4-3]
The initial implementation of the systems would be a
transaction-driven oatch system. The initial implemen-
tation of the systems would offer on-line inquiry, but
ncx on-line update. All updates to the system would be
performed in a batch mode. Tie only reduction in capa-
bilities would be the deferral of the on-line update
parts of the system. Accordingly, all requests that
require updates to the data base would be performed in a
batch only mode. Data entry would initially be
performed at the central ADP center. Once Remote
Processing Systems (RPSs) are installed at other loca-
tions in the ship, data entry (still for batch updates)
could be gradually shifted to those locations and away
from the central AD? center. Since on-line update is
not involved, data entry wouli not adversely effect the
response of IMMS-Rr and SUADP3-RT. By performing
updates in a batch-only mode, the problens of backup and
recovery as well as integrity checking procedures are
significantly reduced. The systems could still be
supported by a DBMS, this providing the developers and




The benefits proviiai by an incrBoientai approach incluie -h =
following: [31: 4-3]
• Ships will not iiitially rejiiire a fully trained DBA
staff aboard.
• Fewer program runs will bB required -o maintain the
system current foe the end-users.
• The new technology will be introduced to the ship-
board environment in an evolutionary lanner.
• Upgraded softwara can be ielivered to fleet units
earlier than fully capable ipplications systems,
» Training impaci.s .< ill be iTciaced.
• Developers, users, and operators will "grow" with
the new sys-ems, just as is done in ir.das~ry, albeit
at a more accelerated ra-e at this point in time.
B. FILE AND RECORD STROCTURIN^ USING NORMALIZATION
The significant managerial zronsiderations of IRK, DOS,
and DBA presented in this paper are important for efficient
and effective use of A DP suppor: in an organization regard-
less of whether an applications approach or a data base
approach is used. It has also been explained that the lata
base approach using a DBMS is significantly better than the
applications approach in supporiiag these managerial
concepts. However, taere is also a technical aspect of ADP
development which also applies to both the applications
approach and the data base apprDaoh, which is also more
compatible with the lata base approach than wi-h the appli-
cations approach, ani which can be viewed as the technical
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"cnndation for the aoDve a2.nag5riai conc-p's. This "srrr.-
nical aspect is icnown as norinalization of file and rscori
structures. Use of no rmalizatiDa enables file and record
construction to be a^complishsd iadependently from program
logic and storage me^lianics, thus resulting in: (1) the
simplest possible reor esentatioi of data, (2) minimal dupli-
cation of data values; ani (3| better machine performance
(e.g., when a data itsm is updated, fewer records must be
read and written).
One operational affect upon the manager is the preserva-
tion of old views of lata when aew associations between data
items are added, or new usage patterns occar. Consequently,
the rewriting of programs to ooaform to new assccia-ions or
usage pa-rems is prevented, ?33sibie disruptions to a
program would occur if, for instance, new associations ^r
usage of data force the splitting of records or the changing
of record keys. [20: 231]
Disruption of usee applications can also be the caas e of
one or more anomalies associate! with faulty file and record
design. Explanation of these anomalies can best be under-
stood by referring to a simple example file named SUPPLIERS.
SUPPLIERS consists of the following fields:
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j SMME j 3&DDHESS j ITEM | PRICE |
i J I I I
I 1 I j I
The first anomaly is ceduadana^,. The name and address of
each supplier must bs repeated for each item. The second
anomaly, u p da t e ^ follows from redandancy. If the address of
a supplier were to change, it is possible that it will be
changed in cne record and not aiother. Thas, there woald
not. be a unique addrass for each supplier as expected. The
ot.her two anomalies ire insertion and deletion. In the
SUPPLIERS file inforaition about a new supplier cannot be
entered independently of the it3a:i(s) sold. Conversely, if a
supplier only appears once ani for some rsison the corre-
sponding item sold i= no longsr considered relevant to ^
particular application, the delation of the record based on
the ITEM value will also ielete the name aad address infor-
mation about that supplier. Ssfsrral to that supplier in
the future regarding a different item wouli not be possible.
[32; 166-167]
The normalization process is a stepwise process whioh
reduces complex file and record structures to simpler struc-
tures that inherently minimize potential disruptions to user
applications, Complsx structures (those which contain
repeating fields or groups) are considered non-normalized.
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From the initial non-n orma lizaa formSr fiias are sijioli-iei
in three steps, the products at aach step bring first,
second, and third nornal fDcm files, respectively. The
third normal form is considersd optimum.
Normalization is based on tis concept of functional
dependency. We say that '*it9m 3 of data record D is func-
tionally dependent on item A of D if, at each instant of
time, each value of \ has no inors.than ona value of B asso-
ciated with it in data record D.- In other words, item A is
said to identify item B." [33: 117] Symbolically,
A > B is read "A functionally determines 3," or "3 is
functionally determiasd by A," Mso, A — /--> B is read "A
dees not functionally determins 3," or "B is not function-
ally dei.ermined by A." In th= dUPPLIERS file, the following
is true:
SNAaS > 3ADDRESS
SNAM2 IPEM > PRICE
ITE1 —/--> SaPPLIER
PRIZE — /— > ITEM
The first normal form is generated by camoving all
repeating fields or groups. This simplifies the file struc-
ture by shifting the logical rapresentation of relationships
from variable length records to fixed length records.
Normalization into sacond and tiird normal forms will be
demonstrated using tha following file: [33: 118]
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? ile Ni?i5: ORDERS
lOHDEB- I PRODUCT- I :aSTOMER-| 333 lOMEH- | CREDIT- | QTY- ||NR I NE IN^ME |ADDRESS IRAIING lORDERSDj
ORDERS is already in first normal form and the record k=y is
the concatenated key 3RDER-NP. PRDDUCT-NR. Analysis of the
ORDERS file yields ri^ following functional dependencies:




A record is said to bs in second normal fDca when all non-
priae acrricu-es^ of first norail form files are fulll
dependent on the record's sn'irs key (inclaiing concatenated
keys). In the above record strjcrare only QTY-ORDERED is
functionally dependent on the eitire record key ORBER-tiR
PRODDCT-NR. With all other non-prime at-ributes the i-ea
PRODOCT-NR is not repaired foe determining their functional
dependence. Therefors this structure is aot in second
normal form. Second lormal fDcn files can be created by
breaking the source file into two separate files as
illustrated below:
'A non- prime attribute (field) is one that is not pa
of the record key.
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Fil2 Naaie: IIS :i-0RDE3ED
I PRODUCT-NR I ORDER-NR | QTY-ORDERED Jill I
I I I I
File Name: WH3-0RDERED




:aSTOMER- | CUSTOMER- | CREDIT-
I I N^ME ( ADDRESS | RATING
Third normal f^rii filss ar^ attained when all transitive
dependencie £io are ramoved from second normal form files.
In the file WHO-ORDERSD, DRDER-NR > CUSTOMER-NAME is
true. However, CUSTOM ER-N AWE --7--> CUSTOMER-ADDRESS and
CUSTOMER-NAME > 3 REDI T-RAII MG are alsD -.rue.
Therefore, by the definition Df transitive dependency,
ORDER-NR > CUSTDMER-NAME aid ORDER-NR > CREDIT-
RATING are also valid. These transitive dependencies can be
eliminated by forming two new files. These third normal
form files are:
lOTransitive dependency exists when one or more nonprime
attributes (fields) depend on the record key only via
another nonprime atriribute. Assume A is the attribute or
set: of attributes mailing up a record key, and B and C are
nonprime attributes. If A > B and B > C are true,





DRDER-NR | CaSTOMER- |










The abovs examplss show how simplicity and integrity can
be built in to fil£/r=cori design through nDrmalization. It
can also be seen that the normalizad files tend to take on
global interpretations. In other words, these files are
generalized so that the di ta no longer applies to a single
applicarion. This cai ract eris^L c makes normalization mora
compatible with the lata base approach than with the
applications approaci.
Although many benefits are ierivable from normalization,
something is lost whei the source records are broken up;
namely the relationships betweei the data that constituted
the source records. In the SUPPLIERS file, normalization
requires the splitting of the file into two new files, one
containing SNAME and 3ADDRESS, ind the othar containing ITEM
and PRICE. However, d nee these fields are separated it is
not possible to know w hicti supplier supplies which items.
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Wi-h the applications approach, the user nust have kncwiidge
of file construc-ion in order tD develop programs.
Therefore, the physical rapresea tations are synonimous with
the logical representations. r'lis means that the broken
relationships must ba corrected on the record level. A
remedy is to retain the key of the source record (SNAMEl as
the key of the new file containing SNAME aad SADDRESS; and
also make this key a candidate key^i of the new file
cor.tainin'^ ITE!^ and ?RICE tha result beir.:! a r.ew fil?
containing SNAME ITEM PRICE rather than just ITEM PRICE.
Note that redundancy of SNAME is necessary (in the file
containing SNAME ITEM PRICE) in order to correctly normalize
the source file.
Wi-h a DBMS such rompensatiDQ does not have to be accom-
plished at the record level. Through the Data Definition
Language of the DBMS, the user can define the relationships
between the normalized files in a high level language, and
the DBMS will automatically matrh the suppliers in the one
file with the items ia the second file. This removes the
i^A candidate key is a group of one or more fields that
functionally determines a record occurance. Additionally,
all of the fields constituting the candidate key must be
required to functionally deteriine a record occurance; i.e.,
given a group of fields that constitute a key of a record
occurance, if any subset of that key can also functionally




user frofii the physicil reprsssnt a tion and prevents the
necessary redundancy Df the applications approach (e.g., a
DBMS will construct its own variable length files and/oc us;
pointers)
.
As evidenced from the above discussion, continuity of
data and programmer productivity can be greatly enhanced by
good file/record dasign; and gDDi design is accomplished
through normalization. Therefocs, normalization of SNAP
files is strongly recommended bscause it will result in
simpler, standardize! data. fil9=, and it will contribute to
smoother transition cd a lata bass envircnuent in th=
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